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ABSTRACT 

 

The informatization of Korea is accompanied by the great growth of new strategic export industry, as of mobile phone or 

semiconductor LCD. Speaking to the situation of mobile phone, Motorola swept over the American domestic market in the 

beginning of 1990s, digital mobile communication as CDMA developed swiftly in Korea. In 1996, the first year’s CDMA users 

of Samsung were merely one million, nevertheless, the world’s sales in the first half of this year is up to 92 million. In this p

aper I design 3D application based on J2ME and implement a freely removable 3D object which happened in a 3D scen

e by receiving the keyboard response of mobile device with WTK (Wireless ToolKit) simulator. It contains benefits 

of improvement of relative speed and high-level functionality such as scene graph, keyframe 

animation, etc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

At 1997,NOKIA released a new mobile device, It offered 

few of memory for a mobile game which is called “Snake”, 

like earlier period games which circulated on other 

platform, “Snake” is a simple mobile game and more and 

more people become addicted in it, Because it circulated on 

mobile device, “Snake” is the most famous on that days.   

February in 1999, NTT DoCoMo company in Japan 

released I-mode, that was an mobile service and arrowed 

users receive a few quantity data through the DoCoMo 

wireless network. 

In January of 2001, the DoCoMo started I-appli, the 

downloaded software can run on its device, so some of the 

video games came out for the first time,  

Form the 2002 summer, Sprint and Verizon starting mobile 

games service and lots of contents and proceeds mode 

were according to the DoCoMo. In the same year’s autumn, 

ATT company starting their service too, It illustrated that a 

formal market competition was beginning. [4] 

May in 2003, Sprint declared that they had already sold 20 

million single and multiplayer games after August of 2002. 

In the end of 2003 April, users had downloaded 8.5 million 

mobile entertainment applications which have been 

announced by Verizon company and there were 3.2 million 

mobile devices had the function of download the mobile 

contents. At that time, Jamdat declared five of theirs games 

have already sold 100 thousand copies. 

At present, a continuously increased global contents 

system have been built. The most famous are Sega Mobile 

and THQ Wireless. Electronic Arts, Activision, Microsoft 

studios and Atari have researched in mobile games. The 

video frequency game of Japan company, Dwango and 

many other companies have already got into the mobile 

game market of the U.S. and Europe, The Com2uS and the 

company of GameVI L of Korea are leading the mobile 

game into a globalization market. [4] 

By the fast development of 3G world, the next generation 

mobile gaming platform includes enhanced 3D game 

graphics capability and user-friendly search, Purchase, 

share and installation of high-quality rich games, as well as 

connected gaming with instant access to a global gaming 
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